COMPANY
STORY
THIS IS OUR STORY:
UandK Sound comes from the London University, the global center of art and
design with profound history. The sterling sound brand and its creative, fashionable multi-media products have been conceived five years ago by a team of
international audio/visual professionals with more than 20 years of experiences. All UandK Sound products use the philosophy of today's simple, modern
yet sophisticated home design as our norm. In 2015, we launch our brand
worldwide, including our specialty of home cinema system and media center
for today's living room.
Since the early beginning UandK Sound engineers have redefined the design
concept statements. The statement is sometimes part of a presentation that
includes visual images or drawings of the space.
As the world changes, so do we. We do not know how the future is, but it will not
stop us from shaping it. We will keep pushing the envelope with continuous
innovations. And more importantly: we will make sure that we offer you the
highest available technology to enjoy your favourite music. Just how our team
wanted it.

WE STARTED IN A SMALL LABORATORY LOCATED IN
LONDON. WE HAVE SCORED BIG AND ALSO, SOMETIMES, STRUGGLED TO REACH OUR GOALS. WE HAVE
BEEN WORKING HARD TO OFFER OUR BEST SERVICE. WE HAVE IMPROVED AND GROWN. LOOKING
AHEAD TO THE FUTURE, ALWAYS REMEMBERING
WHERE WE COME FROM.

Our intention is to bring to your home the maximum enjoyment of the art in its
fullest measure. Each UandK Sound design has been developed with one goal
in mind: to offer the highest harmony inside your home environment as well as
trasmitting the purest audio fidelity. As a result, our products are capable of
reviving your lost emotions without leaving your home. We want you to share
and enjoy the blend of style, quality, performance and sophistication that
makes UandK Sound unique.
UandK Sound manufactures high quality loudspeakers for home and commercial use. With an increasing range of new models, you have possibly
already experienced the UandK Sound. Distributed throughout the world,
UandK Sound has become a leading loudspeakers designer.
Utilising the last 3D modelling and computer simulated design technology,
UandK Sound innovative research and development team are a pioneering force.
Whether you are looking for your first pair of stereo loudspeakers or your own
ultimate theatre experience, UandK Sound will exceed your expectations.

HOW
TO GET
INSPIRED
You imagine it, we make reality. We have passionate ideas about what is possible in this world. Our emotions lead us to create realities that expand our
market and inspire those around us. The world most innovative loudspeakers
are what we make enabling you to share your lifestyle through an amazing
sound performance.
UandK Sound has a superb technology and its story is interesting and detailed,
if not a little boring and static. Saying that, I could not imagine our team sharing
their story in an interactive manner. It just would not suit what they do.
Once you feel that you have captured the essence of your idea, produce a rough
outline on paper with more ideas relating to your main source.
Our passion to offer simply the best to all our loyal customers is a continuous
commitment to grow faster than our competitors. Since its foundation UandK
Sound has struggled to be internationally recognized thanks to the dealers
support and the present audio shows being held in different countries.

COMPANY
PHILOSOPHY
CONCEPT

DESIGN

UandK Sound has a strong sense of commitment with its acoustic and visual
esthetics design. Naturally, their technical reliability and value are beyond our
motto. Even the most innovative design is constantly improving so that UandK
Sound builds progress into every product investing the effort to satisfy even the
most discerning customer. That being so, we only offer the latest in audio technology for long term enjoyment.

“Loudspeaker as an integral part of the environment”

We do not produce cheap loudspeakers and certainly we do not offer a poor
sound. Fortunately, many thousands of audiophiles worldwide agree with our
philosophy.
UandK Sound designs are easily integrated into your living room. Their full enjoyment should not require a complex installation. Either to watch a movie or
listening to your favorite singer, UandK Sound brings to you an extensive catalog where young or elderly audio enthusiast can find the most suitable solution
according to their preferences and possibilities without issue or compromise.

A loudspeaker carries out the dual function of musical source and item of furniture in your home environment. UandK Sound design complies with conceptual
style. It is the result of a continued integration between acoustic design and
visual harmony. Just where the style and design imposed also define acoustic
identity, or like a design element whose aesthetic value is judged by its coherence with its function.
The loudspeaker cabinet is of such fundamental importance that we drew
inspiration from the construction concepts of some well known stringed instruments. This is how UandK Sound loudspeakers achieve their pure, natural and
definitive acoustic timbre.

“

OUR GOAL AS ENGINEERS IS TO LET OUR CUSTOMERS
ENJOY THE BEST AUDIO PERFORMANCE. THE PERFECTION DOES NOT EXIST UNTIL YOU FIND THE BEST
MATCH BETWEEN ELECTRONICS
Enginner & Designer

TECHNOLOGY
Investment in cutting-edge technology is our way to succeed. Before assembling the components are carefully selected and only those conforming to
tightly defined tolerances are ultimately processed. The same care and attention is dedicated to the production of the crossover network, which along with
the loudspeakers, is of fundamental importance to the quality of the diffusers.
Our extensive listening tests are a crucial part of the manufacturing process
before each speaker and electronic are burned-in and thoroughly measured for
several days. UandK Sound products advance to the final manufacturing step
only if the measurements show no deviation. At the end, skilled, well trained ears
test every component to ensure that everything is up to UandK Sound standards.
STYRENE RUBBER BOUNDARY
By using the latest styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) process to give you the best
in reflex presentation and balance in all measurement without overload or
malfunction. The width of the rubber edge is carefully designed to give flexible
dimension. It would not pull the drive in rapid motion not under load in slower
motion. This will also avoid transmitting the reversed phase of sound waves
thus generating any acoustic wave interference. By using the double R analysis
double ring, this will achieve it’s functionality without compromise.

CONE
The traditional low cone used today had already given a good sound quality, yet
UandK Sound had designed methods and materials to give you even greater
sound effect. We use significant materials to design the cone, thus achieving
the best steel effect to produce greater efficiency. UandK Sound‘s middle unit
took full advantage of welding the shell section to give you a greater penetrating and delicate sound.
COIL TUBE
The three usual materials used, KSV, TIL and ASV, produce different sound
effect, yet they all act to assist the control and balance of the speaker. Because
UandK Sound wanted a unique sound quality, we adapt the combination of the
coil tube and cone to give you the best possible design in demand.
WAVELENGTH
UandK Sound uses the best elasticated conex to form the master wavelength
by combining the high heat formula process. This would give you the elasticity
require, and by using the R and triangular designs in support, the movement of
the speaker is not compromised.

”

SPEAKER SHELL
• We use ladder effect design for all our speakers, thus wide at the front and
narrow at rear. This design will reduce sonic repercussion and diffraction. This
will give the speaker more clearer and detailed sound.

CROSSOVER
• Using 12dB in design as well as implementing middle and high frequency
impedance compensation process to balance the sound effect.

• Thinner wall layer not just give the speaker greater atmospheric compression,

best quality component in tune to produce the best sound field.

but also more dynamic driving force, and to give the speaker more transient
effect at the same time.

• To give an accurate spread of all different areas in the speaker, and using the

LIFESTYLE

M3SERIES
M4SERIES
iSERIES

M3
SERIES
Modern, concise and truly integrated and styled into your family living room. Experience
the true cinematic effect.
Our intention is to bring to your home the maximum enjoyment of the art in its fullest
measure. Each UandK Sound design has been developed with one goal in mind: to offer
the highest harmony inside your home environment as well as transmitting the purest
audio fidelity.
At the end, skilled, well trained ears test each component to ensure that everything is up
to UandK Sound standards. As a result, our affordable M3 Series are capable of reviving
your lost emotions without leaving your home.

M4
SERIES
Worry about your living room audio and visual products and fittings? Still wondering
how to create that unique cinema sound? Still cannot find that ideal theater performance in your living room? M4 Series from UandK Sound might just be your solutions! The
concise and modern design, the colorful styling, the precise sound field positioning and
the surging low frequency effects of these units will allow you the experience of the true
home cinema effect!
A loudspeaker carries out the dual function of musical source and item of furniture in
your home environment. M4 Series complies with conceptual style. It is the result of a
continued integration between acoustic design and visual harmony. Just where the style
and design imposed also define acoustic identity, or like a design element whose aesthetic value is judged by its coherence with its function.
The loudspeaker cabinet is of such fundamental importance that we drew inspiration
from the construction concepts of some well known stringed instruments. This is how
M4 Series achieve their pure, natural and definitive acoustic timbre.

iSERIES
IT´S ALL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS !
New generations are always looking for an innoivative way of listening music through
their iOS and Android devices instead of using a conventional HiFi system.
i6 features provide you the best high quality wireless transmission. Meanwhile, Bluetooth is the handiest and most broadly compatible wireless standard.
The wireless streaming technology brings all the music from your mobile device to your
UandK Sound loudspeakers at home. You can finally enjoy your music out loud, with
family and friends, in every room of your house. Stream your own content, or choose
from a variety of leading global music services.
i6 Series are the best choice for those who are keen on listening music without complexity. Even elderly music lovers will fall in love thanks to its simplicity and excellent sound
performance.

HOME
CINEMA

M6SERIES
M8SERIES

M6
SERIES
ULTRA THIN!
Can be wall mounted or flush to the wall. Custom design for cinematic experience.
Our M6 Series have a strong sense of commitment with its acoustic and visual esthetic
design. Naturally, their technical reliability and value are beyond our motto. Even the
most innovative design is constantly improving so that UandK Sound builds progress
into every product investing effort to satisfy even the most discerning customers. That
being so, M6 Series only offer the latest in audio technology for long term enjoyment.
M6 Series design is easily integrated into your living room. Their full enjoyment should
not require a complex installation. Either to watch a movie or listening to your favourite
singer, UandK Sound brings to you an extensive catalog where young or elderly audio
enthusiast can find the most suitable solution according to their preferences and possibilities without issue or compromise.

M8
SERIES
Investing in cutting-edge technology is our way to succeed. Before assembling M8
Series components are carefully selected and only those conforming to tightly defined
tolerances are ultimately processed. The same care and attention is dedicated to the
production of the crossover network, which along with the loudspeakers, is of fundamental importance to the quality of the diffusers.
All models are three-way design. Its separate low, medium and treble use 12dB/OCT
divider, thus making the sound more clean, more precise in positioning. The cabinet is
designed according to movie sound output mode, fully airtight, in two main down box
acoustic design and with dynamic surging thus creating more rapid and accurate sound.
With carefully selected brand of Vifa from Denmark, and by using high quality speaker
units, therefore given more expressive sound.
The power of the subwoofer with its unique 1600W output power, this will give out a true
and immersive experience. The subwoofer is also equipped with EQ room regulation and
can be placed randomly.
Our extensive listening tests are a crucial part of the manufacturing process before
each speaker and electronic are burned-in and thoroughly measured for several days.
M8 Series advance to the final manufacturing step only if the measurements show no
deviation.

M
SERIES

M7300
M2300

MSERIES
M7300 | M2300

M7300 uses category A line, having no crossover distortion, therefore
the entire frequency range can be at very low level, especially at high
frequency level. The sound quality of this unit is meticulously precise,
especially the pure DC coupling, through the input of the amplifier and
the design phase output. All these in combination will give you a real
and live hearing experience.
The circuit of both professional power amplifiers is fully balanced, and
all components are also chosen carefully throughout. The noise level
can be as low as -105dB, up to a dynamic range of 120dB, therefore we
can deemed this as a non-destructive amplified power amp. When in
use, the audio signal in the speaker can hardly be heard.
Each channel is equipped with a separate transformer and power
supply circuit, ensuring a high degree of separation and avoiding any
crosstalk between respective channels throughout the frequency

range, even up to or more than 80dB. String sound level is also lower
than most general background noise amplifier. Regardless of the cost
of construction, we deemed to eliminate the problem of any multi-channel ground loop noise arising from the exchange section so
that the users can experience the real audio and visual effects.
With exceptional clarity and dynamics, the M7300 and M2300 Series
can create a huge soundstage that is almost holographic in its width
and depth. From the most intimate acoustic recording to full-scale
orchestral works, the performance is perfectly placed and never feels
limited.
Combine our multichannel power amplifier with the M2300 Series
and you will get an awesome combination ready to set up any complex
home theater configuration.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

M3SERIES

M4SERIES
MODEL
M310
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
70-22000 Hz
POWER
60-120W
SPL
87 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
178 x 173 x 100 mm
WEIGHT
2,07 kg
COLOUR
WHITE LIGHT

MODEL
M320
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
60-22000 Hz
POWER
80-160W
SPL
88 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
178 x 315 x 100 mm
WEIGHT
4,28 kg
COLOUR
WHITE LIGHT

MODEL
M330
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
60-22000 Hz
POWER
80-160W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
500 x 173 x 100 mm
WEIGHT
4,82 kg
COLOUR
WHITE LIGHT

MODEL
M800II
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
40-250 Hz
POWER
200-400W
INPUT VOLTAGE
120 / 230 V
SIZE
500 x 330 x 180 mm
WEIGHT
12,61 kg
COLOUR
WHITE LIGHT

MODEL
M410
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
60-22000 Hz
POWER
80-160W
SPL
88 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
230 mm (D)
WEIGHT
4,85 kg
COLOUR
RED / WHITE

* DIFFERENT FINISHES ARE AVAILABLE UNDER REQUEST
* DIFFERENT FINISHES ARE AVAILABLE UNDER REQUEST

PLEASE REFER TO OUR OFFICIAL WEBSITE FOR ADDITIONAL PRODUCT

PLEASE REFER TO OUR OFFICIAL WEBSITE FOR ADDITIONAL PRODUCT INFORMATION AND ACCESSORIES

INFORMATION AND ACCESSORIES

MODEL
IMPEDANCE
FREQUENCY RANGE
POWER
INPUT VOLTAGE
SIZE
WEIGHT
COLOUR

M8I
4 OHM
40-250 Hz
200-400W
120 / 230 V
400 mm (D)
20,37 kg
RED / WHITE

M6SERIES

iSERIES
MODEL
MAGAC i6
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
45-22000 Hz
POWER
200W
SPL
88 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
232 x 232 x 814 mm
WEIGHT
17 kg
COLOUR
WHITE

* DIFFERENT FINISHES ARE AVAILABLE UNDER REQUEST

MODEL
M620 L
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
55-22000 Hz
POWER
160-320W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
751
75 X 270,5 X 125 mm
WEIGHT
15,6 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

MODEL
M620 R
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
55-22000 Hz
POWER
160-320W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
751
75 X 270,5 X 125 mm
WEIGHT
15,6 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

MODEL
M620 C
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
55-22000 Hz
POWER
160-320W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
751 X 270,5 X 125 mm
WEIGHT
15,6 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

MODEL
M610 L
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
55-22000 Hz
POWER
160-320W
80-160W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
88
SIZE
430,5
751 X 220,5
270,5 X 125 mm
WEIGHT
15,6
8,16 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

MODEL
M610 R
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
55-22000 Hz
POWER
160-320W
80-160W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
88
SIZE
430,5
751 X 220,5
270,5 X 125 mm
WEIGHT
15,6
8,16 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

MODEL
M1200 I
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
35-250 Hz
POWER
800-16000W
800-1600W
INPUT VOLTAGE
120 / 230 V
SIZE
496 X 462 X 468
467 mm
WEIGHT
36,36 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

M8SERIES

MSERIES
MODEL
FRECUENCY
POWER
MODEL
M850
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
35-22000 Hz
POWER
300-600W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
1100 x 351 x 180 mm
WEIGHT
29,96 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

MODEL
M820
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
45-22000 Hz
POWER
300-600W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
666 x 486 x 138 mm
WEIGHT
23,45 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

MODEL
M860
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
45-22000 Hz
POWER
300-600W
SPL
89 dB +/- 1.5 dB
SIZE
530 x 980 x 138 mm
WEIGHT
34,31kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

MODEL
M1200 II
IMPEDANCE
4 OHM
FREQUENCY RANGE
30-250 Hz
POWER
1600-3200W
INPUT VOLTAGE
120 / 230V
SIZE
813 x 462 x 467 mm
WEIGHT
61,96 kg
COLOUR
WHITE / BLACK

SNR
THD
INPUT IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
SENTITIVITY
INPUT TERMINAL
SIZE
WEIGHT
COLOUR

MODEL
FRECUENCY
POWER
SNR
THD
INPUT IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
SENTITIVITY
INPUT TERMINAL
SIZE
WEIGHT
COLOUR

PLEASE REFER TO OUR OFFICIAL WEBSITE FOR ADDITIONAL PRODUCT INFORMATION AND ACCESSORIES

M7300
20 Hz - 20KHz +/- 0.1 dB
300W / 4 Ω
200W / 8 Ω
> 115 db, “A” weighted
> 0.02% at 20 Hz-20KHz
RCA input: 80 KΩ
XLR input: 80 KΩ
<0.015, 20Hz to 20 KHz
1.75V
7 x RCA terminal
7 x XLR terminal
452 x 321 x 453 mm
55,5 kg
BLACK

M2300
20 Hz - 20KHz +/- 0.1 dB
300W / 4 Ω
200W / 8 Ω
> 115 db, “A” weighted
> 0.02% at 20 Hz-20KHz
RCA input: 80 KΩ
XLR input: 80 KΩ
<0.015, 20Hz to 20 KHz
1.75V
7 x RCA terminal
7 x XLR terminal
452 x 105 x 453 mm
21 kg
BLACK

For more information, please visit us at
www.uandksound.com

